
Handling short instructions for

Wireless around the controller

Commissioning of ALF-UA
ALF-UA creates a WIFI network with the SSID "ALF-UA" and automatically assigns an IP-address via DHCP
for the WIFI-participants who connect to the device. 
Connect laptop/notebook to this WIFI-network, the respective PC is assigned an IP-address from the subnet
192.168.2.xxx.
If you need a different subnet for the connected controller, you can change the subnet after connecting the PC
and ALF-UA:

– Connect PC to ALF-UA via WIFI 

– Open the ALF-UA-website with a browser and IP address 192.168.2.1 

– User name: admin
Password: admin

– Menu „network“ => „AP router“ => „LAN“ => „router IP“ enter the desired subnet 
The changes are accepted by clicking on the diskette symbol 

– After a restart, the device is available with the new parameters 

– Rebuild the WIFI-connection of PC and ALF-UA 

Connect the respective control/machine to the LAN port of the ALF-UA with a patch cable. Now that the PC and
ALF-UA have been connected, the machine can be reached "wirelessly" and you can communicate.
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Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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+ Wireless around a machine with LAN-port

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Use in the car with a 12V supply only

Your're on road with your car and your employee reports a failure? What next? Approach
the next parking place and try to get a telephone line to solve the problem? Or solve the
problem in your head? Hit the next parking place and start your Tele-Book which is
plugged on your car's cigarette lighter, and build-up a connection to your installation.
With the notebook you will solve the problem within a short time.

User dependant network access

You have PLC/LAN-participants different supplier in your network and everybody should
have access to this network? No problem, you give every supplier a VPN-username and
passwort, define in the destination device a user-dependent network-access and after
positiv login he only can communicate to the released ip-addresses.



Universal - prepared for all situations

Prepared for every application, who likes to go unprepared the situation that expects one
at a use on site, except house? With the S5/S7-WIFI-sets you have everything necessary
for use in a handy plastic-case. No forgotten cable, often only a cent article but worth gold
if you forgot him at home.
 No unnecessary search for accessories, according to the motto: "open suitcase,
connect/build and work".

Remote-maintenance Siemens-S5-PLC with firewall

Remote-maintenance of a Siemens-S5-controller with S5-LAN++ on PD-port via secure
VPN-tunnel and scalable firewall


